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Abstract 
Wilde cave is a lava tube located in Southeast Idaho on BLM lands. Recent investigations 
recovered a skeletal collection represented at least nine bison , as well as several other taxa. After 
many hours in the archaeology lab at Utah State University , identification of the collection 
shows the most prominent carcass parts represent fore and hind limbs, while vertebrae and ribs 
were least common. Also present was limited evidence of butchery- burning and cut marks-
and carnivore modification on the skeletal collection. Given these observations , density mediated 
attrition and utility indices were used to better understanding the patterns in the archaeological 
bison bone . Based on the density plot , carnivore modification does not appear to have 
dramatically altered the representation of skeletal parts in the collection. Instead , bison hind limb 
portions appear to have been transported in Wilde Cave largely based on their fat content. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Wilde cave is a lava tube located in Southeast Idaho (Figure 1 ). Recent investigations 
recovered at least 249 pieces of bone, of them 81 % represented at least nine bison (Bison bison). 
Interesting, the vast majority of these specimens represent portions of the fore and hind limbs . 
We also note that based on surface preservation it appears there are multiple butchering events 
represented in the collection. Given these observations , this research project targets better 
understanding the patterns in the archaeological bison bone from Wilde Cave, Idaho. 
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Wilde cave was visited in the 1960's, but was not recorded by the 
BLM until 1987 by Mark Luther and Mel Wilde. The site preservation is 
recorded as "Good" despite vandalism and grazing impact agents. The 
cave itself is accessed by entering a small tunnel infested with prickly 
pear cactus spines and pack rat middens. After the entrance tunnel the 
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Figure 1 
Reference Map. 
Figure 2 Wilde Cave Entrance. 
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cave opens up into a large tube approximately 10-15 meters wide and about 1.5 meters in height; 
the length is estimated at 100 meters long, although length cannot be stated for certain since it 
has not fully been explored. Wilde cave may have another access point farther east. Little 
sediment is present in the cave; aeolian fine sandy loam is present at the cave entrance but 
diminishes farther down the tunnel. Some recorded vandalism includes the burning of a packrat 
midden near the cave entrance. 1bis midden was said to have contained arrow shafts with points 
and feathers (Luther and Wilde 1987). Also, the skeletal collection has been tampered with. The 
original site description included a bison skull that has now disappeared from the cave. Despite 
alteration, the skeletal collection has been well preserved due to the concealed and difficult 
entrance. 
DATA COLLECTION 
Four undergraduates (Michelle Platt, Samantha Nabity, Ryan Aposhian , and Jacob Jukes) 
under the supervision of Dr. David Byers visited and recovered Wilde Cave's fauna! assemblage 
on October 27 th and 28 th, 2017. The initial cave opening was approximately 3 meters wide 
(Figure 2) but narrowed the farther down we travelled. Tarps were used to line the cave entrance, 
while a generator and extension cords provided electricity needed for lighting. The skeletal 
material was present at the front of the cave, closer to the entrance and diminished quickly the 
farther from the entrance (Figure 3 and 4). Also present was a stone feature (Figure 5). 
A laser transit was used by Michelle Platt to collect spatial information for every 
specimen, and their data recorded on paper by Ryan Aposhian (Figure 6). Each specimen was 
collected and a specimen number was recorded on the paper bag by Sam Nabity and Jacob Jukes . 
Friday, approximately 160 points were collected, and Saturday the rest of the bones were 
collected along with cave spatial information. Over 300 points were collected-about 280 of the 
being bone-these are shown in Figure 7; bison specimens are identified in blue. 
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Figure 3 Sam Nabity among the Bone Scatter in Wilde Cave . 
Figure 4 Ryan Aposhian and Jacob Jukes colleting specimens. 
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Figure 5 Rock Feature. 
Figure 6 Michelle Platt using Total Station to Collect Spatial Information. 
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Figure 7 Map of Fauna! Distribution . 
METHODS 
Lab identification was conducted at Utah State University in the zooarchaeology lab. I 
identified bone from November 2, 2017 to February 14, 2018 . I first cleaned each bone. Post 
washing , the specimens were left to dry until the next week with their associated bag. Next, each 
bone was labeled with the site and specimen number. After labeling was complete the 
identification process started. 
Identification started by placing like bones together. Unknown specimens were placed in 
a separate tray. After the visual sorting was completed, I identified and recorded specific 
elements and species in an excel spreadsheet (Appendix 1). Surprisingly , the most common 
elements were patella, femur , and astragulus bones (Figures 8 - 10). 
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To be transparent about the identification process , there were some bones that were 
identified together such as metacarpals and metatarsals. Because the majority of metacarpal and 
metatarsal parts were distal condyles , differentiation between the two was not possible. 
Therefore , while cataloging metacarpals and metatarsals were cataloged as MT /MC. In the 
analysis metacarpal and metatarsal density and utility values were averaged to account for this 
groupmg. 
••••• 
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Figure 8 Bison Patella . 
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Figure 9 Bison Femur Heads . 
Figure IO Bison Astraguli. 
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Figure 11 Bison Skeletal Collection. 
Starting in February, lab time was spent analyzing the NISP , MNI, and %MAU (Table 1 
and Appendices 2 - 6). Lyman defines NISP as the number of identified specimens per taxon , it 
is an observational unit (1994). MNI refers to the minimum number of individual animals 
necessary to account for the fauna! remains (Lyman 1994). MAU helps us quantify the minimum 
number of animal units present, therefore the %MAU is a norming procedure calculated by 
dividing all the MAU values by the greatest MAU values and multiplying it by I 00 to scale the 
values between O and 100 (Lyman 1994). Representation of bison skeletal element frequencies 
can be seen in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Bison NISP & %MAU. 
NISP 
ELEMENT NISPL NlSPR NISPU TOTAL MAU %MAU 
CRN 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MR 2 2 I 5 2.5 36% 
HY 0 0 I I I 14% 
AT 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AX 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CE 3-7 0 0 3 3 0.6 8.60% 
TH 1-14 0 0 4 4 0.29 4.10% 
LM 1-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CA 0 0 I I 
RB 0 0 20 20 0.71 10% 
SC 3 4 0 7 3.5 50% 
HMPR 0 0 0 0 0 0 
HMSH 0 0 3 3 1.5 21% 
HMDS 0 0 4 4 2 29% 
RDPR I 0 0 I 0.5 7.10% 
RDSH 0 0 0 0 0 0 
RDDS 2 0 0 2 I 14% 
ULPR I I 2 4 2 29% 
ULSH 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ULDS 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CP 0 0 I I 0.5 7.10% 
CPI 0 0 4 4 2 29% 
CPU 0 0 I I 0.5 7.10% 
CPR 0 0 3 3 1.5 21% 
CPS 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CPF 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CPA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MC/MTPR 0 0 0 4 2 29% 
MC/MT SH 0 0 0 I 0.5 7. 10% 
MC/MTDS 0 0 0 9 4.5 64% 
IM 0 I 2 3 1.5 21% 
FMPR 0 0 12 12 6 86% 
FMSH 0 0 12 12 6 86% 
FMDS 0 0 3 3 1.5 21% 
PT 10 4 0 14 7 100% 
TAPR 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TASH 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TADS 0 3 0 3 1.5 21% 
LTM 0 0 I I 0.5 7.10% 
AS 5 6 0 11 5.5 79% 
CL I 4 0 5 2.5 36% 
TR 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TRC 3 5 0 8 4 57% 
TRS I I 0 2 I 14% 
TRF 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PHF 0 0 9 9 2.25 32% 
PHS 0 0 9 9 2.25 32% 
Pm: 3 0 0 3 0.75 11% 
SEP 0 0 2 2 0.125 1.80% 
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RESULTS 
My complete identification of the collection can be seen in Appendix 1: Wilde Cave 
Identification Table. The NISP and %MAU values can be seen in Table 1 and Appendices 2 - 6. 
Of the identified bones, a minimum of 9 bison, 1 
pronghorn (Antilocapra americana), 1 medium 
artiodactyl (Artiodactyla), 2 canids (Canidae sp.) , I 
lagomorph (Lagomorpha), 1 bird (Aves), and 1 small 
rodent (Rodentia) are represented by the skeletal 
collection (Table 2). Bison, being the most prominent, 
is the research focus of the rest of this paper. 
SPECIES 
BISON 
PRONGHORN 
MEDIUM 
ARTIODACTYL 
CANID 
LAGOMORPH 
BIRD 
RODENT 
TOTAL 
NISP MNI TOTAL 
207 9 
1 1 
16 1 
18 2 
3 1 
3 1 
1 1 
249 16 
Interestingly , the collection is primarily appendicular 
elements, particularly those from the hind leg (Figure 12). 
Table 2 NISP & MNI 
by tax.on. 
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20 40 
Edited from Hall 2007. 
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Figure 12. Bison Skeletal Element Frequencies . 
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ANALYSIS 
DENSITY MEDIA TED ATTRITION 
After identification and quantification, analysis took place to understand the formational 
history of Wilde Cave faunal collection. First, we need an understanding of what environmental 
factors could have affected element survivorship. Therefore, density mediated attrition was 
analyzed. Density mediated attrition helps measure the survivorship of bones contained in the 
collection, by understanding what is present, we can better understand what has been lost 
through carnivore ravaging or other natural processes that tend to delete information (Lyman 
1984). To further understand the natural or manmade factors that constructed this collection we 
compare ¾MAU with bone densities. Bone densities by Kreutzer (1992) were used in the Figure 
13, originally the long bone densities had proximal and distal values; however, since we assume 
bones would most likely be transported as whole bones, the values were averaged and used with 
whole bone ¾MAU values. 
The Density Analysis shows a weak, negative correlation between density and 
survivorship, meaning that less dense bones were present in greater numbers than more dense 
bones. According to Marean (1997) bone survival is dependent on the density and nutritional 
attractiveness of the bone. Multiple studies have shown that processed carcasses are found by 
carnivores and rapidly consume the cancellous bone portions that carnivores prefer due to grease 
content (Marean 1997 and Brink 1997). Visually, carnivore modification is seen in the 
collection, many bones have several tooth marks. However, a very weak and negative 
relationship between the two measures suggests density mediated attrition due to carnivore 
modification, although present, has not meaningfully conditioned the survivorship of fauna in 
Wilde Cave. 
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Figure 13 Volume Bone Density (Kreutzer 1992) arrayed against %MAU. 
UTILITY INDICES 
After understanding how density mediated attrition conditioned the collection , I sought to 
understand what the bones were being used for. Being that the cave entrance is constricted and 
there are very few axial skeleton bones , we assume the collection was transported into the cave , 
potentially for further processing or storage. Therefore , I proceeded to use food utility indices to 
understand Wilde Cave bison materials. Zooarchaeologists often find meaning of carcass use 
through food utility indices. Food utility indices rank the economic utility of different carcass 
parts from highest to lowest yield (Binford 1978 and Brink 1997). These theoretic tools then 
offer archaeologists a window into the decisions past peoples made when hunting , transporting , 
and butchering their prey (Lyman 1992). 
One index used was the Modified General Utility Index (MGUI) (Binford 1978). 
Binford's (1978) MGUI values for long bone are separated by proximal and distal. Therefore , the 
all index values for proximal and distal were averaged to create whole bone values seen in 
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Figure 14 Modified General Utility Index (Binford 1978) arrayed against %MAU . 
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Figure 15 Meat Utility Index (Metcalf and Jones 1988) arrayed against %MAU. 
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Figure 16 Skeletal Fat (Emerson 1990) arrayed against %MAU . 
Figure 17 Broken long bone epiphyses displaying marrow and grease extraction practices. 
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Figure 14. Binford's (1978) MGUI is a quantitative measure of overall yield-meat, marrow, 
grease-of skeletal parts (Lyman 1992). Essentially no correlation (r = -.017, p = .940) was 
found between MGUI and %MAU (Figure 14), suggesting bones were not transported as a result 
of overall utility. 
Next the Meat Utility Index was analyzed (Figure 15) which ranks utility of meat based 
on individual bones (Metcalfe and Jones 1988). The positive correlation (r = .3994, p = .090) 
suggests the collection contains high meat yield bones, but statistically the correlation is not 
significant enough to explain the collection as being a result of just meat utility. 
The Skeletal Fat Index ranks the economic utility of grease within bone fat nutrients 
(Emerson 1990). As seen in figure 16, the positive and statistically significant correlation (r = 
.530, p =.020) suggest the skeletal fat index best explain element representation. This emphasis 
on fat can also be seen in the abundance of long bones broken to access their marrow cavities 
and the nutrient contained within (Figure 17). 
RESULTS/ CONCLUSION 
Remains from at least 9 bison, as well as several other taxa, were located in Wilde Cave. 
The most prominent carcass parts represent upper hind limbs, while vertebrae and ribs were least 
common. There was limited evidence of butchery-burning and cut marks-and carnivore 
modification on the skeletal collection. However, based on the density plot, carnivore 
modification does not appear to have dramatically altered the representation of skeletal parts in 
the collection. Instead, bison hind limb portions appear to have been transported in Wilde Cave 
largely based on their fat content. Even so, much ambiguity still surrounds the collection. Some 
remaining uncertainty concerns the lack of shaft fragments and the variety of weathering stages 
included in the skeletal collection. 
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Appendix 1 Wilde Cave Specimen Identification Table. 
Spc.# Side Element Segment ANIMAL NOTES 
3 u MC/MT DS-CDL BISON 
4 L TRC co BISON 
5 R IM AC-FR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL 
6 u FM SH-FR BISON 
7 L HM SH BIRD 
8 R FM co BIRD 
9 u RB SH-FR BISON 
10 - - - - COPROLITE 
11 u CE BISON BURNT 
12 u US-CB FR BISON BURNT 
13 - LM FR CANID BURNT 
13a - LM FR CANID BURNT 
13b - LM FR CANID BURNT 
13c - LM FR CANID BURNT 
14 u FM PR-SH-FR BISON 
15 L FM PR-SH-FR BISON 
16 u FM PR-HE BISON ARTICULATES WITH 
155 
17 u RB SH-FR BISON 
18 L TRC co BISON 
19 u CPI co BISON 
20 u PHS co BISON 
21 u MC/MT BISON 
22 R TA DS BISON 
23 u TH TSP BISON 
24 u UL SH BIRD MISSING ENDS 
25 u PHF co BISON 
26 u CPI co BISON 
27 u VT FR BISON 
28 u MC/MT PR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL 
29 u IM AC-CDL BISON 
30 u CA co MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL 
31 R IM FR-AC BISON 
32 u FM PR-HE BISON 
33 R PT co BISON 
34 u SEP co BISON 
35 L AS co BISON 
36 L AS co MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL 
37 R SC HE BISON 
38 u PHF co BISON 
39 L RD DS BISON 
40 u HM DS-CDL BISON 
41 u FM SH-FR BISON 
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Appendix 1 Continued. 
42 u PHS co BISON 
43 u RB HE BISON BURNT 
44 L UL PR BISON 
45 u us FR BISON 
46 L PT co BISON 
47 - LM co CANID 
48 L PT co BISON 
49 R TRC co BISON 
50 u PHS co BISON 
51 u PHF co BISON 
52 u MC/MT PR BISON 
53 u HM DS-CDL BISON 
54 u CPI co BISON 
55 u RB HE BISON 
56 R PT co BISON 
57 L PT co BISON 
58 u MC/MT DS BISON 
59 u us FR BISON 
60 L PHT co BISON 
61 u PHS co BISON 
62 u MC/MT DS-CDL BISON ARTICULATES WITH 58 
63 u CA co BISON 
64 u RB FR BISON BURNT 
65 u CPI co BISON 
66 R AS FR BISON 
67 L PHT co BISON 
68 u PHS co BISON 
69 u MC/MT PR BISON 
70 R AS FR BISON 
71 u PHS co BISON 
72 u FM SH-FR BISON 
73 R TRC co BISON 
74 - VT CH BISON 
75 R TRC co BISON 
76 u LB SH MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL 
77 u PHS co BISON 
78 u RB SH-FR BISON 
79 R PT co BISON 
80 u CRN TMP-FR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL 
81 u us FR BISON 
82 u UL PR-FR BISON 
83 u LB FR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL 
84 u FM DS-CDL BISON 
85 u us SH-FR BISON 
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Appendix 1 Continued. 
86 R PT co BISON 
87 u RB PR-SH-FR CANID 
88 u RD FR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL BURNT 
88a u RD FR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL BURNT 
88b u RD FR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL BURNT 
88c u RD FR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL BURNT 
88d u RD FR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL BURNT 
88e u RD FR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL BURNT 
88f u RD FR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL BURNT 
88g u RD FR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL BURNT 
88h u RD FR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL BURNT 
88i u RD FR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL BURNT 
88j u RD FR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL BURNT 
88k u RD FR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL BURNT 
89 u RB PR-SH-FR BISON 
90 L SC BL-FR CANID BURNT 
91 u FM PR-HE BISON 
92 u RB SH-FR BISON 
93 u FM PR-HE BISON 
94 u CPU co BISON 
95 u us FR BISON 
96 u MR CDL BISON 
97 R FM co CANID BURNT, MISSING 
DISTAL END 
98 L FM co CANID 
99 u PHF DS-FR BISON 
100 u PHS co BISON 
101 u PHF co MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL 
102 R TRS co BISON 
103 u us FR BISON 
104 u VT FR -
105 u HM SH-FR BISON 
106 R UL co CANID 
107 - - - - COPROLITE 
108 u TH CN BISON 
109 L FM PR-HE BISON 
110 R FM PR-HE BISON 
111 L PT BISON 
112 u FM DS-CDL BISON 
113 u VT CN BISON 
114 R FM PR-HE BISON 
116 u PHS co BISON 
117 u us FR BISON 
118 u RB FR BISON 
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Appendix 1 Continued. 
119 - RB TSP BISON 
120 R AS FR BISON 
121 L TRC co MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL 
122 u TW - BISON 
123 u PHF co MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL 
124 u MC/MT DS BISON 
125 u us FR BISON 
126 u MC/MT PR BISON 
127 u PHF co BISON 
128 R SC HE BISON 
129 R FM SH-FR BISON 
130 u us CB BISON 
131 R CL co BISON 
132 R UL PR BISON 
133 L PT BISON 
134 u PHF co BISON 
135 R TRC co BISON 
136 u RB SH-FR BISON 
138 u IM AV BISON 
139 u us FR BISON 
140 u us FR BISON 
141 u CB u BISON 
142 u RB FR BISON 
143 u MC/MT DS BISON 
144 u us FR BISON 
145 u MC/MT DS BISON 
146 L RD PR BISON 
147 u CPR co BISON 
148 u HM SH-FR BISON 
149 L AS co BISON 
150 u RB FR BISON 
151 L PT co BISON 
152 u MC/MT DS BISON 
153 u MC/MT DS BISON 
154 R CL co BISON 
155 L FM PR BISON 
156 u CE FR BISON 
157 u CPR co BISON 
158 u VT FR BISON 
159 u MC/MT DS-CDL BISON 
160 u PHF co BISON 
162 L FM PR BISON 
163 L PT co BISON 
164 L PHT co BISON 
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Appendix I Continued. 
165 - TH CANID 
166 L PT co BISON 
167 L PT co BISON 
168 R AS co BISON 
169 u CE BISON 
170 L AS co BISON 
171 R TA DS BISON 
172 L AS co BISON 
173 L PT co BISON 
174 - HYOID BISON 
175 u RB HE BISON 
176 u CPR co BISON 
177 u PHF FR BISON 
178 u UL PR BISON 
179 u LTM co BISON 
180 u HM SH-FR BISON 
181 u CP co BISON 
182 R AS co BISON 
183 - TH FR BISON 
184 L TRS co BISON 
185 u RB SH-FR BISON 
186 R TRC co BISON 
187 L PB LAGOMORPH 
188 u PHF co BISON 
189 L TRC co BISON 
190 u CB FR BISON 
191 u FM SH-FR BISON 
192 - TH SP MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL 
193 R FM co LAGOMORPH 
194 u us FR BISON 
195 - - - - COPROLITE 
196 R HM DSH LAGOMORPH 
197 L MR co CANID 
198 L TOOTH CANINE CANID 
199 u us FR BISON 
200 u CB BISON 
201 u RB SH-FR CANID 
203 u us FR BISON 
204 u us FR BISON 
205 u RB FR-HE BISON 
207 u FM FR BISON 
208 u RB FR BISON 
209 u FM FR BISON 
210 - - - - BONE AUL 
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Appendix 1 Continued. 
211 u us FR BISON 
212 u us FR BISON 
213 VT FR BISON 
214 u SEP co BISON 
215 L MX RODENT 
216 u FM FR BISON 
217 u VT FR BISON 
218 R HM co BIRD 
219 u us FR BISON 
219a u us FR BISON 
220 R CL FR BISON 
221 u RB FR BISON 
222 u us FB-FR BISON 
224 ARROWSHAFT 
223 R MR co CANID 
225 CE co CANID 
226 u FB us 
227 u FM FR BISON 
228 u MC/MT PR BISON 
229 R TA PR PRONGHORN 
278 L AS co BISON 
279 R UL co MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL 
294 L FM PR-SH-FR BISON 
295 ARROWS HAFT 
296 R TA DS BISON 
297 R AS co BISON 
298 L RD DS BISON 
299 L HM DS BISON 
300 R CL co BISON 
301 L MR FR BISON 
302 u FM SH-FR BISON 
303 u FM FR BISON 
304 R MR FR BISON BURNT 
305 R MR FR BISON BURNT 
306 R SC FR BISON 
307 L MR BISON 
308 R HM DS BISON 
309 BURNT WOOD 
311 R FM DS BISON 
312 u RB SH-FR BISON 
313 L CL BISON 
314 u CRN FR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL 
315 u TH co BISON 
316 u RB SH-FR BISON 
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Appendix 1 Continued. 
317 R FM co CANID 
318 R TA co CANID 
319 R FIBULA co CANID 
320 R CL co CANID 
321 R AS co CANID 
322 u RD PR MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL 
323 L SC BISON 11-8-1995 John Gonzales 
324 R SC BISON Vern H. Scott Box 211 
Nov. 6 Ririe, Idaho 1966 
Nov. 61966 
325 L SC co BISON Vern Scott Ririe, Idaho 
Nov. 6 1966 Mel Wilde 
Robert Idaho Nov. 6 1966 
326 L SC HE BISON 
328 u MC/MT DS MEDIUM ARTIODACTYL CAMEL? 
Appendix 2 Medium Artiodactyl NISP & %MAU. 
ELEMENT NISPL NISPR NISP NISP MAU %MAU u TOTAL 
CRN (14) 2 2 0.14 14% 
TH (13) 1 1 0.08 8% 
CA (10) 1 1 0.1 10% 
RD 2 2 1 100% 
UL 1 1 0.5 50% 
MC/MT 2 2 0.5 50% 
IM 1 1 0.5 50% 
TA 1 1 0.5 50% 
AS 1 1 0.5 50% 
TRC 1 1 0.5 50% 
PHF 2 2 0.25 25% 
us 2 2 
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Appendix 3 Canid NISP & %MAU. 
ELEMENT NISPL NISPR NISP NISP u TOTAL 
MR 1 1 2 
CE (8) 1 1 
TH (13) 1 1 
LM(7) 2 2 
RB (13) 2 2 
SC 1 1 
UL 1 1 
FM 1 2 3 
TA 1 1 
AS 1 1 
CL 1 1 
fibula 1 1 
TOOTH 1 1 
Appendix 4 Rabbit NISP & %MAU. 
ELEMENT NISPL NISPR NISP NISP u TOTAL 
HM 1 1 
PB 1 1 
FM 1 1 
Appendix 5 Bird NISP & %MAU. 
ELEMENT NISPL NISPR NISP NISP u TOTAL 
HM 1 1 
UL 1 1 
FM 1 1 
Appendix 6 RodentNISP & %MAU. 
ELEMENT NISP L NISP R NISP u 
NISP 
TOTAL 
MX 1 1 
MAU %MAU 
1 67% 
0.125 8% 
0.08 5% 
0.29 19% 
0.15 10% 
0.5 33% 
0.5 33% 
1.5 100% 
0.5 33% 
0.5 33% 
0.5 33% 
0.5 33% 
0.02 1% 
MAU %MAU 
0.5 100% 
0.5 100% 
0.5 100% 
MAU %MAU 
0.5 100% 
0.5 100% 
0.5 100% 
MAU %MAU 
0.5 100% 
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Appendix 7 Descriptive Skeletal Element Codes. 
Axial Skeleton 
CRN Cranium RB Rib 
MR Mandible LM Lumbar Vertebra 
CE Cervical Vertebra CA Caudal Vertebra 
TH Thoracic Vertebra VT Unidentified Vertebra Fragment 
Appendicular Skeleton- Forelimb 
SC Scapula CP Unidentified Carpal 
HMPR Humerus- Proximal CPU Ulnar Carpal 
HMSH Humerus- Shaft CPI Intermediate Carpal 
HMDS Humerus- Distal CPR Radial Carnal 
RDPR Radius- Proximal CPS Fused 2nd & 3rd Carpals 
RDSH Radius- Shaft CPF 4th Carpal 
RDDS Radius- Distal MCCO Metacarpal- Complete 
ULPR Ulna- Proximal MCPR Metacarpal- Proximal 
ULSH Ulna- Shaft MCSH Metacarpal- Shaft 
ULDS Ulna- Distal MCDS Metacarpal- Distal 
Appendicular Skeleton- Hindlimb 
IM Innominate AS Astragulus 
FMPR Femur- Proximal CL Calcaneus 
FMSH Femur- Shaft TRC Navicular Cuboid 
FMDS Femur- Distal TRS Fused 2nd & 3rd Tarsals 
PT Patella MTPR Metatarsal- Proximal 
TAPR Tibia- Proximal MTSH Metatarsal- Shaft 
TASH Tibia- Shaft MTDS Metatarsal- Distal 
TADS Tibia- Distal LTM Lateral Malleolus 
Appendicular Skeleton- Other 
PHF 1st Phalanx FB Unidentified Flatbone FraQIIlent 
PHS 2nd Phalanx LB Unidentified Longbone FraQIIlent 
PHT 3rd Phalanx SEP Proximal Sesamoid 
Other 
AC I Acetabulum I TMP I Temporal 
SP I Dorsal Spinous Process I I 
General Codes 
co Complete us Unspecified 
PR Proximal DS Distal 
PRS Proximal end plus less than half of DSS Distal end plus less than half of the 
the shaft shaft 
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PRH Proximal end plus more than half 
of the shaft 
EP Epiphysis 
SH Shaft 
BL Blade 
D SH 
D F 
C DL 
HE 
Distal end plus less than half of the 
shaft 
Head 
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HONORS CAPSTONE EXPERIENCE REFLECTION 
I thoroughly enjoyed my time working on my Honors Capstone Project. I enjoy 
participating in hands-on work and the research process I completed encourages me to further 
my education in the future. 
I started my honors capstone project in October 2017 when I, along with 3 other students 
and Dr. Byers, collected Wilde Cave's skeletal collection. Our equipment included: tarps, 
generator, extensions cord, lights, total station, stadia rods, helmets, headlamps, sample bags, and 
paperwork. We brought five tarps to line the cave entrance because of the abundance of prickly 
pear cactus spines, which made entering and exiting the cave an unpleasant task. The cave 
entrance was a tight squeeze, going from squatting to crawling to laying on your stomach and 
pulling yourself into the cave. Once past the tightest squeeze, the cave opened into a large room 
where the faunal remains were located. We had the perfect group size to have an effective 
collection process. I learned how to use a total station and collected spatial information. Ryan 
wrote the collection point coordinates, and Samantha and Jacob collected samples and samples 
locations using stadia rods. The collecting process started my project on a great note. 
After the collecting process, skeletal remains identification started in the archaeology lab 
at Utah State University. Identification and cataloging was a difficult process since I have no 
official zooarchaeology training in animal remains identification. Luckily, I had taken human 
osteology, which also studied a few animals. My first step was to organize the like bones 
together in large specimen trays. Sorting was often difficult because multiple species and 
fragments were present. Luckily, the lab contained complete bison bones for reference, this was 
extremely helpful with fragments and carpal bones. Using the bison reference bones and Dr. 
Byers expertise, I was able to identify the collection. While identifying the collection, I was 
documenting the findings in excel using abbreviated descriptive codes. I experienced a major 
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setback where I lost my identification information located on a thumb drive that broke. Luckily, 
since I knew the collection so well at that point, I was able to reidentify the whole collection in 
about a week to recover the information. Despite my technological issues, identification was a 
great experience, like trying to put together one large puzzle. 
After fully completing identification of the skeletal collection, I proceeded to analyze and 
interpret the behaviors that created the collection. I thought analysis was going to be my least 
favorite, but it turned out to be the most interesting. During this process, I read a lot of 
supplementary articles and was excited that I knew what they were talking about, but also that I 
could relate my own data back to the article. 
I became very excited when the conclusions started presenting themselves while creating 
graphs to understand patterning of the skeletal collection. The process of creating graphs and 
understanding correlations was a little bit redundant. I created graphs analyzing whole bone 
values and bone values separated by proximal and distal arrayed against a multitude of utility 
indices . The project became more exciting when I started seeing significant p values that better 
explain the collection. 
Following the completion of my analysis, I presented at the Research Symposium. 
Although I was nervous to present, I really enjoyed this experience. I love talking to people 
about my research and seeing their fascination, and answering their questions. 
Although excavating in a cave is exciting, I found completing a research process and 
understanding a piece of past human behavior was even more exciting. Overall, my capstone 
research project was the best college experience I have had, and it reassured me that I do love my 
career path. 
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Name 
Archaeological Analysis of Bison Remains from Wilde Cave, Idaho 
Michelle Platt, Samantha Nabity, Ryan Aposhian, Jacob Jukes, and Dr. David Byers 
1. Introduction 
/\ 
L____ __j 
Fig. 1 Ror.renct Map. Fig, 2 WIide Covt Entranct. 
WIide c•v• la I lava tube loc1ted In SoutheHt ld1ho. Recent lnveatlgatlona recovered 
at 1,111 208 piece, or butchered blaon bone, repreaentlng at le11t nine blaon. 
lntereatlng, the vast majority of theae apeclmena repreaent portion, of the fore and 
hind llmba, We 1110 note that bHed on IurfIce preaervatlon It 1ppeIre there are 
multiple butchering event• repreaented In the collection . Given thtae obaerv1tlon1, 
thla research project targets better underetandlng the pattern, In the archaeological 
blaon bona from WIide Cave. 
2. Data Collection 
Fig. 3 Using a totAII station Fig. 4 Collectfng bonaa and 
to record bona locatlona. coordlnataa. 
Fig. 5 n,. Wilde Cova blaon 
1k1J.tal colJ.ction. 
In October 2017 , four undargraduatea under the aupervlalon of Dr. David Byere 
vialted and recovered WIide Cave, blaon HHmblage . A laaer trInI1t w11 uaed to 
collec1 IpItlII lnfonnatlon for 1v1ry specimen. Over 300 polntt were collected, theae 
are ahown In map below, bison apeclmIn1 are Identified by I blue point. 
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Fig. 8 D11tributlon of raunal material within WIide cavo. 
Utah State University, Department of Anthropology 
3. Bison Skeletal Part Profiles 
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~ I ,..,_ 
rt\l , t .:,~e,ewn DUI•• 
Frequenci.1. 
Fig. I Blaon %MAU Frequenci.I 
(~dlted from Hall ZCC1). 
%MAU la a zoo1rchaoologlcI1 meHure of e11mInt frequency (Lyman 1994). Above 
ire the results of the faunal Identification proc,aa. A1 shown 1bove, leg 
elements-jlartlcularly hind le1t--r9preaent the bulk of the collection. For example, 
the minimum number of anlmIl1 , nine, was generated from left petella. More over 
the two second moat common skeletal parta come from the proximal femora and 
utragalua, both portion, of the hind limb (Fig. 8 • 11). 
Fig. 8 Blaon A1tnlg1luI. Fig. 10 Blaon Patella. Fig. 11 Blaon Femur HMda . 
4. Density Mediated Attrition 
Density 
, ■ •• zez, p • .21e 
• 
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Fig, 12 Dtnaity Correlation. 
Density mediated attrition hetpa meHure the aurvlvorehlp or bones contained In 
the collection, by underetendlng what 11 present we can better undaretand what 
haa been loat through carnivore ravaging or other natural proc111ee that tend to 
delete lnfonnatlon (Lyman 1984). To further underetend the natural or man made 
factors that conatructed thla collection we compare %MAU with bone denaltlea 
(Fig, 12). A very weak and negative rel1tlonIhlp between the two meHure, 
IuggeItI density mediated attrition due to carnivore modlflcatlon , although 
present, h11 not meaningfully conditioned the aurvlvorehlp of fauna In WIide Cave. 
5. Food Utlllty Indices 
Zooarch1eologl1ta often find meaning or carcaaa uae through food utility lndlcea. 
Food utlllty lndlcaa rank the economic utlllty of different carcan parta from hlgheat to 
lowest yield, Thea• theoretic toola then offer archaeologlata a window Into the dtclalona 
paat peoplea madt When hunting, trenaportlng , and butchering their prey (Lyman 1982). 
MGUI 
. 
, • .0.011, p • o.~ 
. 
Created by Binford. MGUI comblnoa 
meat, marrow, and greaao utility 
(Lyman 1982). An oxtremoly -k 
correlation bttwNn MGUI & %MAU, 
ouggoata that the colloctlon la not 
by ltaalf • reauH or ovorall utility. 
•············ ... ···········• · 
·············-···· 
... 
Fig. 13 Modlfltd Utility Index. 
Skeletal Fat 
r• .SS0,p • .020 
Fl9. 1' 8r0Mft tMton long bone 1ptphpe1. 
Tho Sktlttal Fat Index rank• tho 
economic utility of greaaa within 
bone rat nutrt.nta (Emeraon 1990). 
Aa -n In Fig. 15, tho atrong, 
i: .. j ······················· 
.., ...................... ~······' ··· .. . 
poaltiva, and atattattctlly 
algnlflcant correlation 1uggeat tho 
lktletal fol Index boll explain 
1i.ment repreaantatlon. Thia 
Fig. 15 Sktlttal Fat Index. 
6. Conclusions 
1mpMala on flt can also be ... n 
In tho abundanct or long bonoa 
broken to 1cce11 their mam,w 
" ' c1v11i.I and tho nutrt.nt contained 
within (Fig. 14). 
Remain• from at ltaat 9 blaon were located In Wildt Cave. The moat prominent 
carcaaa parts repre11nt upper hind limbs, while vertebra, and rlba were leaat 
common. There waa llrnlt.td evidence ot butchery-burning and cut mark ...... nd 
carnivore modification on the skeletal collection. However, baaed on the density 
plot, carnivore modification does not appear to have drematlcally altered the 
repreaentatlon of skeletal parta In the collection. Instead, blaon hind limb portions 
appHr to have been transported In Wilde Cave largely baaed on their fat content 
Even so, much ambiguity atlll aurrounda th• collection. Some remaining 
uncertainty concerns th• lack of shaft fragments and th• variety of weathertng 
atagea Included In the skeletal collection. 
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